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English Literature -l.The donkey and had a little pony.
2. The Milk mans Cow.
3. Hiawatha
English Language- 1-. Number

4.56rqi
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2. Genders
3. Noun- Possessive case,
4. Adjectives and degree of Comparison
5. Letter, Essay, Unseen passage, application
6. Tenses.

Maths - 1- Decimals 2. Measurement
Science - Ch - 14 Basva;s farm, Ch - 15 From Market to Home, Ch - L6 A busy month.
S.Studies - 1. The Northern plains
2. The desert region the sea and sand
3. Transport
Colhputer -Ch - 5 MS Word - Formatting Ch - B Internet - Introduction
G.K - Unit- 5, Unit- 6
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English- (Do the work in a separate thin N/B)
QL. Learn all the syllabus coming

in P.T- II in Literature and language both.

Q2.

Write an essay on 'How I spent my winter vacations.

Q3.

Write

Q4. Do as

a

letter to your friend telling him or her the bad effect of junk food on your health.

directed:is a useful metal. (r_naterial noun)

1)
2) A bouquet

3l

of

[collective noun)

A babv dos is called

4) Birds fly. (Kind of verbs)
5) The boy is flying kite. (Kind of verbs)

t
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6) Bombay is a big city (underline the adjection and say its kind too)
7J This book is mine.
BJ

(Underline the adj. and say its kind too)

My mother will come tomorrow

-

(underline the adverb and its kindJ

9) You are always late. (underline the adverb and its kindl
10) I myself was there. (underline the pronoun and its kind too)
11J The boy has

hurt himself. (underline the pronoun and say its kind tooJ

house
my uncle built. [Relative
13) Geeta is fond
music. [Preposition )
14) He stands
the gate [Preposition)
L5) Wait for _
I return. [Conjunction)
12) This is the

pronoun)

16) He could not won the Prize. He did not work hard. (join the sentence using conjunction)

kills the mouse. fchange into pluralJ
17)The prince rode on a mare. fchange the gender)
16J The cat

18) He is _honest

Maths

-

.2.

L. Do

man (article).

worksheet given on page no. 155 and 205 in book. 2. Do page no.212,1,75,IT3,

Draw different 3D shapes on a A4 sheet. 4. Revise the syllabus of PT- 2.

Science- Paste the pictures of any five special birds and explain their characteristics features. Also
exglain briefly about their nests.
Computer

-

1.

Mark chart of Web Browser used in computer. 2.Learnsyllabus of - PT-2.

political map of India, Revise all the lesson coming in pT-ll.
NOTE- Fill at least two maps with state and capitals and stick it in S.ST C.W notebook.
(India political map)
SST- Revise
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